
Product Description： 

Roller Size:φ50mm*L53mm

Connection method:Frankfurt

Segment quantity in per roller: 99PCS

Horseshoe type bush hammer roller for manufacturer,the frankfurt base is very
convenient to replace. It is used in automatic Bush hammer machine and Frankfurt Bush
hammer machine.

China factory horseshoe bush hammer tool,use as a scarifying machine with the
advantage that it is aggressive but gentle enough not to “dig” uncontrollably into the floor
surface.

Horseshoe type bush hammer roller can be used with floor machines or powerful
grinders for the bush hammering of concrete floors and surfaces.use for the stone finishing
process to get a rough and special effect in Litchi machine.

Feature: 

1.Durable metal and diamond compound.

2.Work with high efficiency, 5-6 times faster than that of manual processing.

3. Bush Hammer Nozzle for grinding natural stones and concrete to get bush hammer effect.

Product Specification: 

The followings are the normal specifications of our Frankfurt Bush Hammer Roller :

Roller Size Segment No. Effect Material 

φ50mm*L53mm 99 Teeth  ough Litchi
Surface 

Granite,
Sandstone,

Marble,Concrete 

For more types of bush hammer, Frankfurt Bush Hammer Roller Supplier please click
here.

Other size on request available.The grit of bush hammered face can be adjusted.

Product show 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Frankfurt-Bush-Hammer-Roller-For-Litchi-Surface.html


Application: 

Horseshoe type bush hammer roller for granite, sandstone, marble,concrete floor

Frankfurt Rough Surface Head for automatic bush hammer machine and frankfurt bush



hammer machine

1.For floor preparation before laying new coatings.

2.To remove old glue and resin coatings, in particular thick resins.

3.For stone surface fabricating,making bush hammered effect for stone products.

4.To expose the aggregate in concrete floors to prepare for concrete polishing.

5.The repeated hit of these tips into stone or concrete surface creates a rough, pockmarked
texture that looks like naturally weathered rock.

6.Creates slip-resistant finish on granite and marble, breaks down coatings standard
diamonds can't touch, prepares surface for application of thin-set overlay.

Kindly Noted, when place order please inform the following:

1.Stone Effect（Sandblasted Surface/Litchi Surface）

2.Use Object (Marble, Granite Or Other Stone, Concrete And Other Stone)

3.Segment No.(30s, 45s, 60s, 72, 99s, Star, Steel Dense Tooth, Vacuum Brazing)

4.Diameter of the Bush hammer
plate(125mm, 150mm, 200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm, etc.)

5.Base Style(U
Shape, Frankfurt, Fickert, Lavina, Husqvarna, HTC, Klindex, Werkmaster, Diamatic, Etc.)

6.Machines (Hand Held Grinders, Automatic Bush Hammering Machine, Automatic Grinding
Machine, Angle Grinder, And Floor Grinders)







Factory Show  



FAQ

1.How can we be your agent in our country?
Please inform us your detailed company, we will discuss and propose helpful suggestion for
you, and to find the best solution for you.

2. If we need technical support, can you offer us?
Yes, we have an experienced team, offering our customers additional benefits with specific
advice, by our product managerment staff, engineers and technicians.

3.Can your products use different objects and materials?
It is best to communicate with our staff before using, because different products use different
proportions of ingredients and use different effects.



Logistics:
Sample order ship by DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc
For mass order delivery, can be optional with terms of Exwork, FOB, CNF, CIF by air or by sea
based on the buyer’s forwarder or ours

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


